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“Now is the time —
Show the underlying strength of KUBOTA —
Accept the Challenge!”
Mr. Masatoshi Kimata
KUBOTA Corporation President and
Representative Director
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Mr. Kimata calligraphically writes his message
to the Kubota Global Family on stage.

Following the sudden demise of Mr. Yasuo
Masumoto – the former Representative Director,
Chairman, President, and CEO of the KUBOTA
Corporation (KBT) – on the 4th of June 2014, I was
appointed KBT President and Representative Director.
I was then formally inaugurated subsequent to the
General Meeting of Shareholders the following month.
Under his stewardship, Mr. Masumoto often emphasized that the lifeblood of KUBOTA is its ability to
consistently evolve and change – to boldly accept emerging challenges while striving to accelerate the pace of
globalization rather than settling for the status quo. Taking to heart my predecessor’s ambitions and dreams for
the future of KUBOTA, I am also endeavoring to achieve their fulfillment.
My message to the Kubota Global Family is, “Now is the time — Show the underlying strength of KUBOTA
— Accept the Challenge!” Positively contributing to the resolution of problems in the areas of “Food, Water,
and the Environment” is an integral part of our business activities. To ensure we have the means to overcome
the challenges that will be encountered along the way, it is a corporate goal to surpass 2 trillion yen in revenue
in a timely fashion. As a result, plans are currently being formulated that will clarify the steps to be taken. In
addition, global efforts are being enhanced to achieve further recognition of the quality and reliability of the
KUBOTA brand.
KUBOTA's underlying strengths depend primarily on the drive, dedication, and activities of the entire
Kubota Global Family. In recognition of this, I encourage close attention be paid to our strengths and goals.
Important factors contributing to the achievement of the goals we set forth include the formation of visionary
dreams and having the courage and perseverance to never give up.
–3–

Our visionary dreams must be stated quite clearly.
Without such clarity, it will be difficult — if not
impossible — to meet the challenges facing us. Sharing
our visionary dreams with colleagues, customers, and
business partners is a vital factor for achieving the
necessary transparency. In addition, coordinating our
collective efforts contributes to making it possible for
all those concerned to advance in a common direction.
Towards having the courage and perseverance to
never give up, it is necessary to realize that there will
be difficulties along the way that must be overcome.
We must not, however, be daunted at such times.
Rather, we must simply dig in and renew our efforts.
It is my sincere hope that each and every member of the Kubota Global Family demonstrates the courage and
spirit to face challenges as they appear, and then follow through until they are resolved.
Other important factors include the ability to respond positively to change and to have a GENBA-Oriented
Approach*1. Due to the fact that business environments and the needs of customers undergo constant change,

The calligraphic message in Japanese states, “Now is the time — Show the underlying strength of KUBOTA — Accept the Challenge!”

*1 “GENBA” is the actual on-site location site where R&D, manufacturing, sales, service, and all other activities are undertaken.
In the case of sales, for example, it can be a customer site or a dealer site.
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nothing — especially in business — remains static. That being the case, it is vital to remain attentive in order to
react to change as it occurs. In addition, it is essential to have the necessary flexibility to make plan modifications whenever such needs arise.
As for the GENBA-Oriented Approach, it is important to remain constantly aware of prevailing circumstances. Together with visionary dreams, such awareness keeps us in tune with our customers as well as with
emerging market factors.
It is my fervent hope that all members of the Kubota Global Family remain on the leading edge of business
not only by readily facing any and all challenges, but also by continuing to impress customers with the quality
and reliability of our products. Further, sales personnel as well as those involved in the development and
manufacture of products must strive to uphold and enhance the underlying strength derived from the GENBAOriented Approach in the process of overcoming challenges.
By individually and collectively exerting maximum efforts in a daring manner, we will achieve ever-greater
strength and success. Let's come together as one to positively take on the challenges! Let's continue to show the
world the underlying strengths of KUBOTA.

Please visit the Kubota Official YouTube Channel to watch
the KUBOTA New Year Session: http://youtu.be/oh9uk5TRHI4
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Feature
Article

The Emerging Kubota Group Challenge

Enriching Global Food
Resources

“We can do more to contributee to
the advancement of agriculturee
around the world”
Executive Interview

Mr. Yu-ichi Kitao
Kubota Corporation Director and Managing Executive Officer

What is the main challenge for agriculture that
the Kubota Group is currently focusing upon in the global marketplace?
Kitao: The Kubota Group constantly strives to contribute to solving global problems related to food, water, and
the environment. Through its previous activities related to rice cultivation, the vegetable and fruit
markets, and stock-raising, positive developments have been made in technological strength and service
capabilities. Looking to the emerging scope of business activities in the global upland farming markets
involving large tracts of arable land*1, we are placing particular emphasis upon the development and
manufacture of large-size agricultural machinery.
*1 While a “paddy field” is defined as a flooded parcel of arable land used for growing rice, “arable land” is otherwise considered
to be farmland where such crops as wheat, corn, soybeans, barley, and potatoes that are sown and harvested within the same
agricultural year. For the sake of simplicity, such farming activities are hereafter referred to simply as “upland farming”.
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How long has this been going on?
Kitao: In the late 1980s, Kubota established a manufacturing facility for large tractors in Spain. However, a
rapid decline in the market shortly thereafter led to it being closed. Now, several decades later, Kubota
has developed large tractors ranging from 130 to 170 HP.
Tractors are basically unable to undertake agricultural applications until the appropriate implements
have been attached. Regarding this, Kverneland AS (KVA) – the globally renowned implement firm –
became a member of the Kubota Group in 2012. As a result, plans are going ahead for full-scale
expansion into the upland farming market by combining the synergetic effect of Kverneland AS
Implements to the technological advantages of Kubota Tractors.
Kubota plays a leading role in enriching global food resources by challenging the various agricultural
problems around the world, does it not?
Kitao: Regarding agriculture activities throughout Asia, for example, the cultivation of rice in rice paddies is
generally the first thought that comes to mind. In fact, greater areas are being devoted to upland
farming. In India, as an example, the area of land devoted to rice cultivation is 40 million hectares (98.8
million acres) while that for upland farming accounts for more than 100 million hectares (247 million
acres). In Thailand, a majority of farmers today still cultivate rice, but declining prices have led to an
increase in the number of those switching to cassava or potatoes. In China, the rate of mechanization for
corn and wheat remains low, but there are many who have set their sights on Kubota Combine
Harvesters.
The overall reality is that the mechanization of upland farming in Asia still has a long way to go. As a
result, I believe there is great promise in that part of the world for Kubota Tractors in the 80 to 130
horsepower range as well as for Kubota Combine Harvesters. I further believe that the development of
implements developed to ideally match upland farming requirements will contribute to the advancement
of agricultural mechanization. In fact, I am confident that Kubota will meet the challenge of
overcoming agricultural problems wherever they occur.
Why enter the upland farming market at this time?
Kitao: In order to understand this market that the Kubota Group is just entering, let us examine some data
related to the world’s food supply. Population increases along with increasing incomes have resulted in
grain supply and demand continuing to grow – a trend that is predicted to continue in the future.
The trend in grain supply and demand (rice, corn, wheat, barley, etc.)
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Add to that the fact that the incidence of global upland farming is more widely distributed and the
area of land involved is roughly 4 times greater than for the cultivation of rice.
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What, in fact, are the machinery concerns for upland farming?
Kitao: Due to the fact that such crops as wheat, corn, soybeans, barley, and potatoes are cultivated on extremely
vast tracts of land in Europe and North America, there is a need for large-size agricultural machines to
enhance operational efficiency and effectiveness. Fulfilling that need are the newly developed large-size
Kubota Tractors featuring from 130 to 170 horsepower. In Europe where large-scale grain farms are
from 40 to 60 hectares (98.8 to 148.3 acres) in size, applications run from plowing and planting to
transporting and loading operations. On the
other hand, large-scale grain farms in North
America generally cover about 180 hectares
(444.8 acres) so that the use of tractors in this
horsepower range is mainly for transportation
and loading operations.
Noteworthy is the fact that some farms are as
extensive as 4,000 hectares (9,884 acres) and
utilize 2 or 3 4WD tractors harnessing 500
One tractor plows followed by another that levels the soil.
In such vast fields, a pair of tractors working side by side is not uncommon.
horsepower.
What actions have been taken to enter
the upland farming market?

Norway

Kitao: As I previously mentioned, an exceptionally
significant step was taken in May of 2012 when
KVA joined the Kubota Group. The result is an
unprecedented opportunity to develop and offer the
finest available tractor/implement combinations
ideal for upland farming in a variety of situations.
The KVA Implements – including plows, mowers,
and fertilizer spreaders – are fitted to the front
and/or rear of tractors depending on the operation to
be undertaken. (More information related to KVA
Implements is provided in the next article.)

KVA
U.K.

KUK
KFM
KE

Spain

European Kubota Firms

Plow

Disc Mower
Kverneland AS [KVA], Norway
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KDG
KBM

France

KES

Germany

In December of 2013, Kubota Farm
Machinery Europe S.A.S. (KFM) was
established in the Nord Department of France
to develop and produce large-sized tractors
for upland farming. The site was selected
because of France’s central European location
and because a nearby port is convenient for
exports to North America and elsewhere.

KUBOTA FARM MACHINERY EUROPE S.A.S. [KFM]
Bierne, Dunkerque precinct, Nord department, France

The large-sized Kubota Tractors for upland farming – models featuring 130, 150, and 170
horsepower – were first introduced at the European Dealer Meeting held on the outskirts of Paris,
France, in September 2014, and then in October at a joint KTC/KCL Dealer Meeting in Nashville,
Tennessee. Once mass production commences in April of 2015, these outstanding Kubota products will
be available in Europe, North America and Japan.

At the KTC / KCL Dealer Meeting

At the European Dealer Meeting
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Feature
Article

The Kverneland Group:
More Than 135 Years of Experience
with Agricultural Implements
The Kverneland Group is a leading international company in the development,
production, and distribution of agricultural implements and services.
A strong focus on innovation enables the Kverneland AS (KVA) to offer a unique and broad product range
featuring high quality and maximum operability. The extensive package of systems and solutions available to
the professional farming community covers soil preparation, seeding, forage and bale equipment, spreading and
spraying, and advanced precision farming solutions originating from Kverneland Group Mechatronics – the
dedicated technology centre that combines electronics and mechanical engineering for the electronic controls
and systems of all KVA agricultural
implements – in cooperation with the
Business Areas. Specifically,
Kverneland Group Mechatronics
concentrates on the electronic steering
capabilities as well as the control of
KVA offers a
comprehensive
implements and tractors that have
range of implements
for agricultural
contributed to achieving a leading
applications
position in the optimisation of
farming processes.
Founded in 1879, KVA today not only has manufacturing centres in Norway, Denmark, Germany, France,
The Netherlands (2), Italy (2), Russia, and China, but also its own sales organizations in 13 countries.
Employing a total of 2,500 persons, it exports its products to more than 60 countries.
In 2012, the Kubota Corporation (KBT) acquired KVA as an important part of its global expansion strategy
for dry field agriculture – particularly in Europe. Together, both KBT and KVA foresee great potential for
synergies in operations as well as in joint growth opportunities. This includes further expansion by KVA in
regions outside of Europe where the strong Kubota footprint and distribution networks offer significant sales
opportunities. The first step was undertaken in the USA in October 2013 with the introduction of Kubota
branded implements produced by KVA.

Kubota Branded Implements in North America
At the October 2013 Kubota Tractor Corporation (KTC) Dealer Meeting held in Memphis, Tennessee, a
selection of Hay Tools – Disc Mowers, Rakes, Tedders, and Pendulum Spreaders – was successfully introduced.
A few weeks later, Kubota Canada Ltd. (KCL) introduced these products into the Canadian marketplace. In both
countries the launch of the new Kubota branded implements gathered the focused attention of farmers, dealers,
the news media, and other agricultural manufacturers.
A year later in October 2014 at the joint KTC/KCL Annual Dealer Meeting held in Nashville, Tennessee, the
full range of Kubota branded implements produced by KVA was introduced to the more than 3,000 attendees
from the USA and Canada. As a result, more than 50 models of the various products are now available in both
countries.
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Kubota Disc Mower

The KTC/KVA Team

Dealers at the field session

Kubota Tractors and Implements ready for field demonstrations

Performing in muddy field conditions

KTC Team Hay demonstrates Kubota Balers

Team Hay explains the advantages of Kubota Balers

To develop even more products for KTC and KCL dealers in the future, teams from KBT and KVA are
working together hand-in-hand. At the 2015 Dealer Meeting to be held in Atlanta, Georgia, it is expected that
even more Kubota branded implements produced by KVA will be introduced.
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European Launch of Kubota Branded Implements
On the 24th of September 2014, the European introduction of the new M7001-Series of Kubota Tractors
(designated the M7-Series in North America) along with the first Kubota branded implements produced by KVA
were introduced in Europe at the 1st Kubota European Agri Convention that took place in Paris, France.
Although the specific model features will vary by region, the three main base platforms of M7/M7001-Series
models will be 130, 150, and 170 horsepower coming in Standard, Premium, and Premium CVT formats.

M7001-Series Kubota Tractor

”1st Kubota European Agri Convention” – More than 1.000 people in field

Mr. Masatoshi Kimata, KBT President and
Representative Director, welcomed the more
Launch of the Kubota
than 1,000 attendees of the 1st Kubota
Tractor M7001-Series
European Agri Convention. In addition, there
was a traditional Japanese Sake Barrel
Opening Ceremony to mark the historical
moment and importance of this event.
Field demonstrations effectively pointed
out the advantages of Kubota Tractors
combined with Kubota branded KVA
implements. Looking to the future, it is
already planned that even more of these
outstanding implements will be made
available during 2015 to bring to more than
150 different models for cultivation, grass
Sake Barrel
Opening Ceremony
maintenance, and crop care applications.
During the first half of 2015, similar
introductions will be made in Poland and Spain. More markets will follow after that with the result that Kubota
dealers throughout Europe will have the opportunity to enhance their inventory for their particular customers.

Field demonstration of
tractors & implements
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Precision Farming Solutions
The combined synergy of Kubota and KVA made possible the new
M7/M7001-Series. Regarding Kverneland Group Mechatronics, its
renowned innovation in the development of Implement Controls,
Applications, ISOBUS Technology, and Precision Farming Solutions
is responsible for the electronic solutions and ISOBUS Terminals
incorporated into the Kubota Tractor M7/M7001-Series.
Additional R&D leading to new Product Development Projects
between Kubota and KVA have recently been initiated to create ever
new and innovative products.
ISOBUS Terminal for the Kubota Tractor
M7/M7001-Series
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Promising New Distributor

Hungary

Mr. István Szabó
Director and Owner

Company Name: Két-Kata Kft
Address:
Dány, Zöld utca 20,
2118 Hungary
Homepage:
www.kubota-traktorok.hu
Year Established: 2000
Main Product Lines:
Kubota, Kverneland,
Massey Ferguson, McHale,
Vogel & Noot

−−−−−−−−First of all, please give our readers a brief description of Két-Kata Kft.
Szabó: This is a recognized and youthful enterprise having a friendly atmosphere. Committed to providing
quality sales and service, the cohesive and steadfast Két-Kata Kft team is currently comprised of two
senior management personnel, one parts manager, four sales persons, four office staff
(administration, billing, marketing), and
eleven persons providing field service
and technical assistance. One of the
reasons that we are always up to date on
the Hungarian agricultural market
situation is that most of us are also active
farmers.
Our philosophy is, “The second
purchase is based on service!” In other
words, customer care does not stop when
the sale is concluded. Rather, we place a
strong emphasis on providing reliable
technical service and assistance for each
and every piece of equipment we sell.
The Két-Kata Kft Team
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−−−−−−−−How about you personally?
Szabó: Born into a farming family, I have been interested in agriculture and agricultural equipment since
childhood. This led me to graduate with qualifications as an Electro-technician and as an Agricultural
Engineer. Then, prior to establishing this firm, I was a farmer who also provided equipment rentals.
Since the beginning, Két-Kata Kft has been associated with Massey Ferguson. Since 2003, we
have also been affiliated with AGCO*1, Kverneland*2, and McHale*3 products. Most recently,
Két-Kata Kft became the distributor of Kubota products in Hungary.
−−−−−−−−What brought your firm to Kubota?
Szabó: We began operations in 1994 as a member of the Massey Ferguson dealer network in Hungary. In
2003, we expanded into spare parts distribution. In 2006, we expanded sales of Massey Ferguson
machines by combining them with Vogel & Noot*4, Kverneland, and McHale products.
For a long time, however, we had been searching for a partner offering the best fit for our
customers. At last, we found that for which we had been looking. It was Kubota! Joining forces,
since January of 2014 we have been the general importer and distributor in Hungary of such Kubota
products as agricultural, municipal, and garden tractors as well as mowers, engines, and all-terrain
vehicles (ATVs) – all of which are renowned for their quality, reliability, and economic operation.

Products awaiting shipment to customers

Regional Sales Managers

*1 Based in Duluth, Georgia, in the USA, the AGCO Corporation is an American manufacturer of agricultural equipment – including Massey Ferguson. Its
products include tractors, combines, hay tools, and sprayers as well as forage and tilling equipment.
*2 Kverneland is known for agricultural machinery and services to assist with soil preparation, seeding, forage, balers, wrappers, fertilizer spreaders, and
sprayers for agricultural tractors and machinery. The Kubota Corporation (KBT) acquired it in May 2012.
*3 Located in Ireland, McHale’s products include integrated baler wrappers, balers, wrappers, bale handling equipment, shear grabs, and bale splitters.
*4 The largest plough manufacturer in the EU, Vogel & Noot offers ploughs, cultivators, compact disc harrows, subsoilers, rotary harrows, seed drills,
shredders, and field sprayers.
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Equipment Assembly and Running Diagnostic Checks

−−−−−−−−Please summarize your current business
progress?
Szabó: We offer nearly 1,000 agricultural
products as an integral part of our goal
to achieve ever more significant market
share. Fortunately, we are able to say
that we are making very good progress.
Since starting sales of Kubota
products only a year ago, we have been
establishing a firm business foundation
step-by-step from the ground up.
Though we are most familiar with
agricultural products, we are also
focusing on such other products as
mowers and ATVs.
We take every opportunity to
enhance awareness of the Kubota brand. This not only includes participating in all the major
exhibitions in Hungary, but also by organizing Kubota Tractor field demonstrations for Hungarian
farmers.
−−−−−−−−What do you feel the Kubota advantages are?
Szabó: At the top of the list are innovative design, total reliability, simple and effective operation, and easy
handling. One of the unique features of Kubota Tractors is Bi-Speed Steering that results in the
turning radius being remarkably small.
– 16 –

Another noteworthy feature is that electronic components are minimal. Tractors configured for
orchard operations, for example, have zero electronic components so that only a simple hydraulic
operation is necessary to reverse the direction of movement. In addition, these tractors have a
spacious, nearly flat floor surface that operators really appreciate when it is necessary to get in and
out several times a day. Further, the interior of the Cab model is spacious and comfortable.
Regarding the full range of Kubota products from the smallest lawn mower to the largest tractor, I
could highlight many Kubota advantages that have been made possible as the result of the innovative
development.
−−−−−−−−What does Kubota mean to the future of your firm?
Szabó: By spreading the word to Hungarian customers so that they become ever more aware of Kubota
quality and reliability, I feel that Kubota is destined to be an integral part of our growth. In fact, it is
my hope that Kubota one day become the leader of the field ahead of the five large brands in the
domestic market.
At Két-Kata Kft, we recognize that Kubota is a solid foundation upon which to build our future.
−−−−−−−−Thank you very much for your cooperation.
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Customer Testimonials

Peru

Kubota Diesel Tractor

Kubota M-Series Tractors have earned renown in such global markets as
North America, Europe, and Asia.
The following firsthand testimonials for model M108S prove that they have
also been positively accepted in South America for the cultivation of rice.
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“The M108S is easy to handle and
fuel consumption is quite favorable.”
Mr. Teddy Gonzalez Gomez
Tractor Operator
Implements: Rotary Tiller and Harrow
Cultivation: Rice

When asked his impressions of the Kubota
M108S Tractor, Mr. Teddy promptly
responded, “I marvel at its ease of handling
thanks to the Hydraulic Shuttle Shift that
makes it possible to change the direction of
movement smoothly from forward to reverse
without having to use a clutch or bring the
tractor to a halt. As a result, I need to only
engage the accelerator to continue operations
smoothly and efficiently. Further, fuel
consumption is a very favorable 2.3 gallons per
hour. Overall, operator fatigue and operational
costs are minimized while profit is positively
enhanced.”

“The Kubota Model M108S Tractor is
ideal for the cultivation of rice.”
Mr. Alberto Gerardo Urro Gil
Rice Producer
Implements: Plow and Harrow
Cultivation: Rice

Mr. Alberto, a prosperous rice
producer in Peru, commented, “I
made the decision to purchase the
M108S for the simple reason that
it is the ideal tractor for the
cultivation of rice.”
He went on to state, “To me,
‘Made in Japan’ means optimal
product quality. Besides, my
M-Series Kubota Tractor is more
fuel efficient than any other brand
of tractor in our market.”
– 19 –

Submitted by
Kubota Canada Ltd. (KCL)
The Kubota presence in advertising media around the world

Digital Advertising Presented
by Kubota Canada Ltd. (KCL)
At KCL we believe that all marketing should be measurable. Such measurement
helps us overcome unpredictability, and helps us better target our consumers by
understanding their online browsing. At Kubota, we want to boost sales and to do
so we need to make sure our brand is kept in mind. We’ll accomplish this with
measurable consumer data. It’ll help us create better brand recognition and direct
our ads toward customers that are in the market for our products.

“Pay Per Click Online Advertising”
KCL offers search engine “Pay Per
Click” campaigns, known as Google Ad
Words. The main objective of this kind of
advertising is to create brand recognition
and target every Canadian looking for
equipment. When users enter pre-determined
search terms, our ad is displayed. This is an
impression. Once the ad is clicked on, it
redirects them to KCL’s website.
From January to November we generated
just under 65 million impressions. The
number of people who visited KCL's
website increased by 47% during that period
as opposed to the same period in 2013
(About 300K new visitors).

“Remarketing Campaign”
Behavioral retargeting is a form of
online-targeted advertising through which
ads are displayed to consumers based on
their previous Internet actions that did not
result in a sale or conversion. Retargeting
marks or tags online users who visit a
certain brand website with a cookie, and
then serves banner ads only to the people
who have shown at least some amount of
engagement in Kubota and its competitors.
– 20 –

“SHARECASTING™”
KCL is increasing its presence on social
media, specifically YouTube, where our
customers are very active. We created a
video with the objective to be unique with
satirical undertones to differentiate us from
the competition.
To justify the investment, KCL
contracted Engagement Lab, a social media
company that specialized in
SHARECASTING. SHARECASTING is
“where content meets conversation. It's the
socialization of ideas in spaces where
stories evolve and communities thrive. It's
what mass collaboration creates. More
specifically, SHARECASTING provides
the online marketing platform to distribute
your branded content to targeted online
communities.’’
Our objective was to generate 3 million
impressions and 60,000 engagements from
the right target audience, and ultimately use
their interest to direct them to Kubota
content. To achieve this, we targeted
communities to whom our equipment and
farming are relevant.

“Trade Show Activation”
At trade shows, KCL created an application that
would gather customer information. People could
play a game and win a possible Kubota branded
gift. To encourage more interactions, a team of
brand ambassadors engaged with customers at the
Kubota display. As soon as the experience ended,
the customer received an e-mail saying “Thank
You” and containing to link to receive a coupon.
When such a coupon is redeemed we are able to
measure our take rate.

All these initiatives in 2014 gave KCL the edge required to increase brand
recognition, grow our sales and gain market share in this very competitive industry.
– 21 –

Germany

Ammann chooses Kubota

Ammann Vibratory Plate APH 110-95

Founded in Switzerland in 1869, the Ammann Group*1 currently has approximately 2,900
employees and is managed by the sixth generation of the founder’s family. Pursuing “Productivity
Partnership for a Lifetime”, the firm – with core expertise in road building – is a leading global supplier
of mixing plants, compaction machinery, and services to the construction industry.
In September 2014, Ammann introduced its fully hydraulic model APH 110-95 Vibratory Plate at the
GaLaBau trade show in Nuremberg, Germany. Previously, Ammann Vibratory Plates were equipped
with air-cooled diesel engines. However, such engines are unable to meet the power requirements and
noise limits for the APH 110-95. As a result, a search was undertaken for a powerful water-cooled diesel
engine having a good price-performance ratio. The final choice was the 3-cylinder, water-cooled Kubota
model D1105 Diesel Engine that is proving to be extremely robust and absolutely reliable even under
the highest vibration loads.
With the D1105 mounted, the APH 110-95 is the world's first vibratory plate being equipped with a
water-cooled 3-cylinder Kubota engine. It weighs in at 750 kg and delivers a centrifugal force of 110
kN making it the heaviest and most powerful Vibratory Plate ever manufactured by Ammann.
Customers are already praising the machine’s high compaction capability that enhances the quality of
the resulting pavement.
*1 http://www.ammann-group.com
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Germany
Zweibrucken

Operating a Kubota model U27-4 Mini Excavator in Zweibrücken, Germany.

The Kubota model U27-4 Mini Excavator introduced in April 2014 is already being positively utilized
in Zweibrücken, Germany. The U27-4 is ideally suited for operations in such narrow spaces as residential
streets. Even with such a remarkably compact body size, it features a powerful digging force along with
the ability to undertake an extensive range of operations. Further, operators fully appreciate the newly
designed Cabin with its significantly enhanced spaciousness and comfort that contribute to minimizing
operator fatigue.
25 years have passed since Kubota Baumaschinen GmbH (KBM) was established in Zweibrücken.
During the following quarter century, the Kubota has earned a deep level of trust. As a result, Kubota
became the market leader for mini excavators in Europe.
Kubota continually meets the challenge to offer ever better construction machinery products to
customers around the world.
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The First Service Technical Skills Contest
for Asian Kubota Group Companies in 2014
Following the Service Technical Skills Trial Contest held on the 5th of December 2013, the First Service
Technical Skills Contest took place on the 9th of December 2014 in Sakai City of Osaka Prefecture.
Participating were ten representatives of eight Asian Kubota Group Companies: Mr. Petai Sakoolsurin and Mr.
Preecha Duangchan from SKC (Thailand), Mr. Ling Jianxin and Mr. Han Yong Jiang from KAMS (China), Mr.
Mr. Shin Hyun Suk from KKR (Korea), Mr.Wang Wei-kai from STA (Taiwan), Mr. Dang Thanh Sang from
KVC (Vietnam), Mr. Muthuramalingam Renganathan from KAI (India), Mr. Alexander C. Cerbito from KPI
(Philippines), and Mr. Ramli Bin Haziz from SKSB (Malaysia).
The objectives of the contest remained the same as the previous year:
1. To enhance the ability to quickly solve service problems that can occur.
2. To acquire a comprehensive problem-solving ability that – by providing customer satisfaction –
enhances the status of the Kubota Brand.
3. To advance the overall service technical skill level of Asian Kubota Group Companies to
reinforce the Kubota Service System in Asia.
During the two parts of the contest – practical skill and
knowledge testing – all the participants delivered excellent
performances. Finally, the first prize went to Mr. Han Yong
Jiang from KAMS while the second prize was awarded to
two participants - Mr. Shin Hyun Suk from KKR and Mr.
Ling Jianxin from KAMS.

Mr. Han Yong Jiang with the team manager
Mr. Liang Shuang Xiang.

In the future, it is expected that this annual contest will
welcome participants from all the nations where Kubota
products are available.

Mr. Han Yong Jiang at the award ceremony.

From L, Mr. Shin Hyun Suk, Mr. Han Yong Jiang,
and Mr. Ling Jianxin.
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CONTEST SCENES

Group shot of the participants.
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2014 KTC/KCL Dealer Meeting
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KUBOTA GLOBAL UPDATES
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Themed “A New Era,” the Kubota
Tractor Corporation (KTC)
headquartered in Torrance, California,
held its National Dealer Meeting in
Nashville, Tennessee at the Gaylord
Opryland Resort & Convention Center
from the 12th to the 16th of October
2014. The Canadian Kubota affiliate,
Kubota Canada Ltd. (KCL)
headquartered in Markham, Ontario,
also took part to make this event the first
joint National Dealer Meeting in the
histories of both companies. Joining the
approximately 4,000 Kubota dealers and
employees in attendance from across
the USA and Canada were executives
from the Kubota Corporation (KBT)
headquartered in Osaka, Japan.
Mr. Masato Yoshikawa, KTC President, delivers greetings to the participants.

Participants evaluating the Kubota M7-Series Tractors.

The selection of “New Era” as the theme for this event reflected the introduction of several major products and new
market entries including the new mid-range Kubota M7-Series Tractors, Skid Steer Loader models SSV65, SSV75,
Wheel Loader models R530 & R630, and Phase 2 Kubota Hay Tools. Also on the agenda were announcements from
KTC executives regarding ongoing improvements to the company’s infrastructure including enhanced procedures to
support dealers through this period of significant company growth.
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Field demonstrations
of the M7-Series.

While in Nashville, KTC employees
and dealers also upheld Kubota’s
global brand statement “For Earth,
For Life” by supporting the local
community through volunteering,
fundraising, and the donation of a
Kubota BX Tractor to the Nashville
Rescue Mission.
Orders significantly exceeding the
goals set, constructive participant
feedback, positive news coverage
that included information on Kubota’s
new product introductions, and the
KTC employees present the “For Earth, For Life” banner.
well-received announcement that KTC
is a sponsor of Country Music superstar Alan Jackson’s 25th Anniversary Concert tour in 2015 confirm the overall
success of this joint meeting. In fact, energetic public relations activities and extensive press coverage resulted in the
record-breaking dissemination of information about Kubota with nearly one billion impressions in print, online, and via
social media.
Back in 2012, becoming “a household name” was a company goal for KTC. Today, the volume of interest from both
the media and the public is very promising as Kubota continues to grow its business in North America.
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Mr. Masatoshi Kimata, President and Representative
Director of the Kubota Corporation (KBT), delivered the
opening message at the European Dealer Meeting 2014
that was held in proximity to Paris from the 24th to the
26th of September. Following that, Kubota Europe
S.A.S. (KE) marked Kubota’s full-fledged entry into the
dry field agricultural market with the enthusiastically
received introduction of the Kubota Tractor
M7000-Series – models featuring130 HP, 150 HP, and
170 HP – that will commence production in April 2015
to be launched in Europe, North America, and Japan.
At the field demonstrations that took place the
following day, the size, power, and effectiveness of
these inspiring new Kubota products – equipped with a
variety of implements – totally impressed those in
attendance.

Mr. Kimata greets those attending
the European Dealer Meeting.

Gathering for the field demonstrations.

Participants evaluating the M7000-Series Tractor.
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The EIMA International Agricultural and Gardening
Machinery Exhibition – one of the four large-scale
international trade fairs that regularly take place in Europe –
was held in 2014 from the 12th through the 16th of
November in Bologna, Italy. Participants included over
1,800 firms that welcomed as many as 235,614 visitors –
nearly 40,000 of which were from outside Italy.
Kubota Europe S.A.S. (KE) doubled the size of its usual
booth to 1400 m2 to make room for the first public
presentation of the M7001-Series of Kubota Tractors – a
display that announced to the public that Kubota is making
its full-fledged entry into the dry field agricultural market.
Another attention grabbing display was a cutaway model of
the Hydraulic Mechanical Transmission (HMT) fitted to
L-Series Kubota Tractors – an innovative development
reinforcing Kubota’s position of leadership in the field.
Kubota quality, innovation, and dependability drew large
numbers of interested visitors to the Kubota Booth from the
start to the finish of EIMA.

Displays at the Kubota Booth were the focus of popular attention.
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bC India 2014 – a Bauma Conexpo Show that is an
International Trade Fair for Construction Machinery, Building
Material Machines, and Mining Machines – took place at the
India Expo Centre in Greater Noida from the 15th to the 18th of
December. A total of approximately 26,000 visitors were
welcomed to the displays of 635 exhibitors from 25 countries.
At its booth, Sojitz India Private Limited – the dealer for
Kubota Construction Machinery – presented a large-scale
display featuring Kubota Mini Excavators. Receiving close
attention from a large number of the visitors was the 1.5t-class
Kubota Mini Excavator Model U15.

The Kubota booth drew many enthusiastic visitors.
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A biennual event, bauma China 2014 – the
International Trade Fair for Construction Machinery, Building Material
Machines, Construction Vehicles and Equipment – took place at the Shanghai New International Expo Centre from the
25th through the 28th of November 2014. Despite challenges currently facing the industry that have resulted in a
market downturn, 191,000 visitors from 149 countries and regions gathered to view the product displays of 3,104
exhibitors from 41 countries. The display of Kubota Mini Excavators at the Kubota booth included model KX135, the
new 5-ton class model KX155-5 introduced in September 2014, and model KX163.
An increase in sales of Kubota Construction Machinery is predicted for China – particularly for model KX155-5 as it
fulfills a growing demand for a product of that size.

New Excavator Introduction at
the KCS Dealers Meeting

F

Kubota products on display at bauma China 2014.
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Kubota Construction Machinery (SHANGHAI) Co., Ltd.
(KCS) held a dealers meeting in Xian on the 7th of August 2014
welcoming 130 participants from 25 dealerships. The main
item on the meeting agenda was the introduction of the new 5
ton-class Kubota Excavator model KX155-5. The significantly
enhanced features of this new model inspired participant
confidence that they can anticipate positive sales.
Mr. Kazunari Shimokawa,
General Manager of the Kubota
Construction Machinery Division
stated, “With the introduction of the
KX155-5 as the impetus, I strongly
believe that KCS will cooperatively
expand business with dealers to
increase product presence and
thereby become the market leader
for mini excavators in the Chinese
construction machinery market.”

The KX155-5 on display.

The camera captures the enthusiasm of the participants.
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BuildTech Asia 2014 (BTA 2014) – the
international Building Technology Expo that
is a major event during Singapore
Construction Productivity Week – took
place at the Singapore EXPO Exhibition and
Convention Centre from the 14th through
the 16th of October. BTA 2014 is not only a
leading trade exhibition for construction
machinery, but also for building and
construction materials, pharmaceuticals,
and petrochemicals.

Staff of Land
Equipment Pte Ltd.
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P.T. Traktor Nusantara is the Indonesian
distributor of Kubota Construction
Machinery. Previously, its main customers
for Kubota Mini Excavators have been palm
plantations. However, “Customer
Gathering” events were held in the country’s
two biggest cities – the first on the 11th of
September 11, 2014, in Jakarta and
another on the 16th in Surabaya – targeting
prospective customers in urban area in
order to expand its business base. Among
the 95 companies invited, 17 of them
placed confirmed orders totaling 40 units.

o nes
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At its show site, Land Equipment Pte
Ltd. – the Kubota construction machinery
distributor in Singapore – displayed Kubota
Mini Excavators that have achieved the
number 1 position for market share in
Singapore. In fact, the company made
maximum efforts at the show to contribute
to a further increase in the market presence
for Kubota Mini Excavators.

Kubota
mini excavators
on display.

Mr. I. Wayan Parka,
President Director
of PT. Traktor
Nusantara,
delivers greetings
to the
representatives.

P.T. Traktor Nusantara is taking steps to
enhance brand recognition for Kubota Mini
Excavators as part of its campaign to
accelerate sales not only to current
plantation customers but also to customers
in urban areas.
Activities at
the demonstration sites.
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From the 23rd to the 26th of September 2014, the
Engine Division of KUBOTA (Deutschland) GmbH
(KDG) held its regular Engine Distributor Meeting at
Lake Constance – Germany’s largest lake – located in
the southernmost part of the country.
Focused upon were the Kubota Common Rail
Engine Technique and Service as well as expected EU
legislation concerning Diesel Engine Emissions. In
addition, there were detailed presentations and fruitful
discussions that covered various aspects of future
business activities by the Kubota Engine Distributors.
When all was said and done, those in attendance
were grateful for having had the opportunity to update
their engine know-how along with having received
current information on legislation regarding emissions.
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The Second Latin America
Distributor Meeting

F

Participants at Lake Constance
just as an historic steamship approaches.

On September the 18th and 19th, 2014, the Latin America Distributor Meeting was held in the Dominican Republic
for the second time with the goal of continuing to build ever-stronger connections among the Kubota Distributors of 9
Latin American countries. While the previous meeting focused on Kubota Tractors, this year the spotlight was on both
Kubota Tractors and Combine Harvesters.

Participants of the Second Latin America Distributor Meeting.
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KET Celebrates the Production of
the 100,000th Unit
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KUBOTA Engine (Thailand) Co., Ltd. (KET) was
established in 2012 as the first overseas plant for the
production of vertical-type Kubota Diesel Engines. Only
two years later on the 24th of September, 2014, a
ceremony was held to celebrate the production of the
100,000th unit.
Among the 400 guests in attendance was Mr. Hiroshi
Kawakami, President of SIAM KUBOTA Corporation Co.,
Ltd. (SKC) along with Mr. Shinji Sasaki, General Manager
of the Kubota Corporation (KBT) Engine Division; Mr.
Nobuyuki Ishii, Executive Officer of KBT; and Executives
of SIAM KUBOTA Metal Technology Co., Ltd. (SKMT).
In his welcoming speech, Mr. Shigenori Kobayashi,
KET President, encouraged the KET employees to work
together to overcome the challenges they face.

At the ceremony.

Exhibited at “Rice and Farmer Day 2014”
From the 3rd through the 5th of June 2014, SIAM
KUBOTA Corporation Co., Ltd. (SKC) took part in “Rice
and Farmer Day 2014” – an annual event held in honor
of Thai farmers at the beginning of the rice growing
season. Products exhibited by SKC included Kubota
Rice Transplanters as well as Kubota Combine
Harvesters. In addition, technology related to rice and
its cultivation was shown to approximately 25,000
visitors.

Kubota products on display.

Kubota Rice Transplanter Presentation
When presented a Kubota Rice Transplanter on the
29th of July 2014 by SIAM KUBOTA Corporation Co.,
Ltd. (SKC), Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri
Sirindhorn demonstrated its operation to the media. It
is quite noteworthy that this Kubota Rice Transplanter
has since been donated to the Royal Agency of Public
Benefit.

HRH Princess Sirindhorn
demonstrating her Kubota Rice Transplanter.
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Tsukuba Plant Commemorates
Production of 2 Million Kubota Tractors

m
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In October 2014, the Tsukuba Plant - established in 1975 – celebrated the cumulative total of 2 million Kubota
Tractors produced. The commemorative ceremony marking this auspicious occasion took place on the 7th of October
with 15 of the tractor models produced there on parade.
As Kubota constantly strives to expand its global presence, nearly 70% of the Kubota Tractors produced at the
Tsukuba Plant are delivered to international markets overseas. Kubota – with the Tsukuba Plant as a core production
base – remains totally committed to further promoting business expansion in both the domestic and international
markets through the positive production activities it pursues.

Ceremony commemorating the production of 2 million Kubota Tractors.
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Questionnaire
Your cooperation in completing the following questionnaire is respectfully requested. Please fill
in the blanks or circle the most appropriate answer, and submit it to:
The Kubota Times
c/o Kubota Corporation
Fax: 81/6/6648-3521
E-mail: kbt_g.kubota_times@kubota.com
Q1.

In what language would you like to read the Kubota Times?

A:
Q2.

In what country do you reside?

A:
Q3.

What is your impression of the PDF style?

A:

1.
2.
3.

Q4.

Which of this issue’s contents did you find especially interesting?

Good
I’d prefer to receive a printed edition.
Other:

A:
Q5.

What other type of content do you recommend for future issues of the Kubota Times?

A:
Q6.

Do you have any special request or comment for the Kubota Times?

A:
Name and Position:
Firm’s Name:
Firm’s Address:

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

